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Project Overview

Project summary
The Project is the development and construction of 16 metropolitan Electric Vehicle charging stations

in Adelaide and Perth. Each site will have one 120kW DC EV charger, capable of charging two cars

simultaneously.

Project scope
The objectives for the Project are the development and construction of 16 EV charging sites in

metropolitan locations.

Outcomes
● Inspection of 16 candidate sites has been completed

● Draft designs have been created for 16 sites

● Draft construction costs have been submitted for two sites
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Lessons Learnt

Lessons Learnt Report #1: Increasing competition for sites

and landlords
Project Name: Chargefox Future Fuels Metro Fast Charging

Knowledge Category: Commercial

Knowledge Type: Property agreements

Technology Type: Electrical Vehicles

State/Territory: Western Australia

Background

Objectives or project requirements

Our proposal to the Future Fuels Fund required Chargefox to identify the sites we wanted to develop

and build. We proceeded based on signed letters and assumed that these would lead to licence

agreements once the sites were approved by ARENA.

While writing the proposal for the Future Fuels Fund we met with our property partners to get

pre-approval of sites, to reduce risk in later phases.

When developing a site, we would normally only sign a licence once the design is approved. The

landlord wants to know what is going to be built before approving it so the design must proceed the

licence. This meant that gaining a signed licence for the proposal stage was infeasible, so we tried for

a Letter of Intent instead. This is a non-binding letter that supports the intention of the program and

promises to work on a design in future.

Leading into the Future Fuels proposal phase, property groups appeared very positive about EV

charging and happily signed Letters of Intent, which despite being non-binding seem a fair indicator

of an intent to proceed.

Since then, two property groups which had signed letters of intent have abandoned them; one

because they had signed letters with multiple applicants and some of the sites overlapped, and the

other because in the time between proposal and project kick off, they had revisited the commercial

arrangement and decided to manage charging themselves.

Key learning
As electric vehicles become more common landlords are being approached by more network
operators, increasing competition for property agreements. We must effectively manage
relationships with our property partners to ensure that sites can be completed.

Examples and Causes
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In preparing our Future Fuels Fund proposal, Chargefox worked closely with five major property
groups. All five have changed their position compared to what was initially proposed in their letter of
support. Below is a de-identified summary of the five partners, how their support has changed since
the proposal 12 months ago and the reasons for their change.

Property Group ID Change in position since proposal Reason for change

Group 1 Previously agreed commercial
proposal in signed letter of support
discarded

Business purchased by Group 2 so aligned
to their commercial terms

Group 2 Key contacts and approvals process
changed to be slower and more
uncertain

Purchased Group 1 so team
responsibilities expanded greatly.

Group 3 No longer views commercial
agreement as favourable

Other proposals received since the
original FFF proposal make them think
better commercial terms are available

Group 4 Signed “exclusive” deals with two
charging providers, cancelled one
following grant announcements

Commercial opportunism

Group 5 Letter of intent no longer certain of
proceeding

Corporate strategy now uncertain on EV
charging in general

Implications for future projects
There have been two major implications observed so far:

1. Landlords expect more rent and are more knowledgeable of the commercial implications of
EV charging, and so are seeking more lucrative commercial arrangements

2. Landlords see that they now have options and are less committed to projects than in the
past.

In general, gaining certainty from landlords will always be a bit of a chicken and egg problem. At
proposal stage landlords do not want to commit to a project that might not go ahead and so their
commitment at this stage will be necessarily limited. Because this commitment must be non-binding
there is uncertainty in the period between proposing the project and being successful. We can
manage this to a degree by maintaining close relationships and perhaps working on projects in other
areas to maintain that relationship, but ultimately there will always be a risk that landlords will
change their minds and walk away.

It is more of a problem on the Future Fuels Metro program because of the requirement to find
replacement sites within 3km of the original. We have had no trouble finding alternate sites in Perth
and Adelaide, and currently have good replacement sites for all of the in-question landlords. It is also
a risk of our shopping centres strategy; there are rarely two shopping centres within 3k of each other,
so whenever one drops out there’s a small chance of another within the required distance.
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In summary, landlords changing their minds will always be a risk, the implications of which are
exacerbated by the 3km rule in this program, but apart from that we have found technically and
commercially suitable sites easily.

Lessons Learnt Report #2: International Shipping
Project Name: Chargefox Future Fuels Metro Fast Charging

Knowledge Category: Logistical

Knowledge Type: Project Management

Technology Type: Electrical Vehicles

State/Territory: All of Australia

Background

Objectives or project requirements

The key components required to build EV charging sites are in short supply and delivery times are

extending as the project progresses. This makes construction times uncertain, while site

development continues unhindered.

Key learning
Supply chain restrictions that were noted in food and household essentials during the early parts of
the COVID pandemic are still being experienced in electrical goods, particularly EV chargers.

Knowledge gap
Feedback from suppliers suggests that two events have combined to make supplying EV chargers
more difficult:

1. Increased demand for chargers. More cars have been released and more sites are being built.
The demand for chargers is accelerating worldwide

2. Supply chain impacts driven by staff shortages due to COVID have reduced the supply of
charger components.

With both an increase in demand and a decrease in supply deliveries were of course impacted. It
takes a long time to increase the supply chain of EV chargers, building production lines and securing
long term parts deals, and it appears there are at least 5 manufacturers doing this at the same time.
This increase in capacity stresses the supply chain and we are seeing breaks in the chain in many
parts of the electrical industry, with parts for existing chargers difficult to find as well.

Implications for future projects
During the course of the last 12 months we have observed charger lead times double from roughly

14 weeks ex-Europe, to 30 weeks and more from major European hubs. The main implication is that

our forecast delivery times provided during the proposal phase will be longer than anticipated.
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We speak to our suppliers regularly and have frequently asked for updates on this topic.

It is unlikely that supply chain pressures will ever be solved with EV chargers. It is a growing industry,

much like solar 20 years ago, and there will be moments when key supplies become unavailable, such

as the silicon shortage about 5 years ago. Managing this problem is the same as other supply chain

problems, in that we must have other options available for supply and an understanding of what is

available during our design phases.
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